Book Recommendations from
Your Local Independent Bookseller

NATURAL WORLD

LONELY PLANET’S BEAUTIFUL WORLD:
A Celebration of the World’s Most
Magnificent Spectacles
Forty years of passion and experience has
been poured into this gorgeous volume!
Inspired by our love of travel and the world
in which we live,
this spectacular
landmark pictorial
shares sublime
photography of
our planet’s most
amazing places.
Lonely Planet
(978174321711)
$39.99

TREES IN PARADISE: A California History
by Jared Farmer. Readers of John McPhee
will enjoy this brilliant landscape history
of California. Learn how the landscape of
the Golden State was remade through the
stories of 4 trees–
the eucalyptus,
the orange,
the redwood,
and the palm.
WW Norton
(9780393078022)
$35

America’s National Parks –
A Pop-Up Book Paper engineering
by Bruce Foster, illustrations by Dave Ember,
concept and text by Don Compton. Go on
a coast-to-coast journey to 18 of our mostvisited parks, six of them as stunning pop-ups.
Detailed descriptions of 12 other national parks
accompany colorful reproductions of original
WPA posters.
W.W.West, Inc.
(9780975896037)
$34.95

A Book lover’s Paradise
Courtesy of Your Local Independent Bookseller — We’re Still Here!
The books in this catalog have been carefully selected to provide a wide variety of gift-giving choices – for friends
and family or yourself. They are all new titles that should be on independent bookstore shelves or easy to order
if the store happens to be sold out.
You’ll find great new fiction, cookbooks, humor and pop culture books, history and biography titles, and much
more. There are also three pages devoted to new Children’s Books, which you’ll find in the middle of this catalog.
Many independent bookstores are part of IndieBound, a socially conscious movement in support of independent
businesses and shopping locally. When you shop at independent bookstores and other locally owned businesses,
your entire community benefits. How?
The Economy - Spend $100 at a locally owned bookstore and $43 is reinvested and recirculated in your
community. Spend the same $100 at a national chain and your community only sees $28, because chains ship
the bulk of their revenue to corporate headquarters. Shop online at Amazon and local communities get almost
nothing money-wise.
The Environment - Buying local means less packaging, less transportation, and a smaller carbon footprint.
The Community - Local businesses donate to charities at more than twice the rate of national chains.
More independents means more choice, more diversity, and a truly unique community.
We encourage you to find out more about independent bookselling in our region by going to the Northern
California Independent Booksellers Association’s website, www.nciba.com. You’ll find our weekly bestseller list,
a directory of independent bookstores, information about bookselling and publishing, and more.
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The Valley of Amazement
by Amy Tan. The latest novel
from the author of The Joy Luck
Club: a sweeping, evocative epic
of two women’s intertwined fates
and their search for identity.
Ecco (9780062107312) $29.99

THE GIRL YOU LEFT BEHIND
by JoJo Moyes. A painting is the link
between two love stories, one set in
occupied France in WWI, the other
in modern-day London. Moyes offers
two uncommon love stories anchored
by their determined heroines.
Viking (9780670026616) $27.95

THE SIGNATURE OF ALL THINGS
by Elizabeth Gilbert. The author of
Eat, Pray, Love turns to fiction in
an enthralling family saga of love,
adventure and discovery that spans
much of the 18th and 19th centuries
and several continents, it follows the
fortunes of the extraordinary Whittaker
family. Viking (9780670024858) $27.95

AND THE MOUNTAINS ECHOED
by Khaled Hosseini. The unforgettable
bestselling novel about finding a lost
piece of yourself in someone else,
from the author of The Kite Runner
and A Thousand Splendid Suns.
Riverhead (9781594631764) $28.95

THE ROSIE PROJECT: A Novel
by Graeme Simsion. This international
sensation is a charming, big-hearted romantic
comedy about a socially challenged genetics
professor relying on scientific methods to
find true love and the totally unsuitable,
completely incompatible, gloriously winning
woman who captures his heart.
Simon & Schuster (9781476729084) $24

THE GOLDFINCH by Donna Tartt.
This mesmerizing novel of love, loss,
and obsession is about a man whose life
is defined by his mother’s untimely death
when he was a boy and his possession of
a mysterious painting that ultimately
draws him into the underworld of art.
Little, Brown (9780316055437) $30

DISSIDENT GARDENS
by Jonathan Lethem. A dazzling
novel from one of our finest writers –
an epic yet intimate family saga about
three generations of all-American
radicals. Doubleday (9780385534932)
$27.95

SWEET THUNDER by Ivan Doig.
A beloved character brings the
power of the press to 1920s
Butte, Montana, in this latest from
the best storyteller of the West.
Riverhead (9781594487347) $27.95

DOG SONGS by Mary Oliver.
A collection of new and favorite
poems celebrating the dogs that have
enriched Oliver’s world, Dog Songs is
a testament to the power and depth
of thehuman-animal exchange.
Penguin Press (9781594204784) $26.95

THE COOL SCHOOL: Writing from America’s Hip Underground
edited by Glenn O’Brien. A kaleidoscopic guided tour through the
margins and subterranean tribes of mid-twentieth century America —
the worlds of jazz, of disaffected postwar youth, of those alienated by
racial and sexual exclusion, of outlaws and drug users creating their
own dissident networks. Library of America (96781598532562) $27.95

Good Reads

BURIAL RITES by Hannah Kent.
A brilliant literary debut, inspired by
a true story: the final days of a young
woman accused of murder in Iceland
in 1829. Riveting and rich with lyricism,
it asks the question, how can one woman
hope to endure when her life depends
upon the stories told by others?
Little, Brown (9780316243919) $26

GOOD READS

DEADLINE by Sandra Brown.
A romantic thriller featuring a battlefatigued journalist returned from
Afghanistan who heads to Georgia to
cover a murder trial involving the son
of a pair of terrorists and falls for the
murdered man’s wife. Grand Central
(9781455501519) $26

The First Phone Call from Heaven
by Mitch Albom. A masterful storyteller
at the height of his powers has written an
instant classic. Part mystery, part allegory,
this is a heart-racing page-turner and a
soul-fulfilling tale of faith, hope and love.
Harper (9780062294371) $24.99

THE OCTOBER LIST by Jeffrey Deaver.
A riveting, race-against-the-clock
mystery about a kidnapping and a
desperate race to find a mysterious
document, all told in reverse.
Grand Central (9781455576647) $26

W IS FOR WASTED by Sue Grafton.
Sue Grafton delivers the twenty-third
thriller in her bestselling Kinsey
Millhone series: a multi-layered tale
full of betrayals, misunderstandings
and outright murderous fraud.
Putnam (9780399158988) $28.95

SURVIVAL LESSONS by Alice Hoffman.
Rediscover the beauty in life, even during
the toughest times. In this honest, wise, and
upbeat guidebook, Alice Hoffman shares
thoughtful advice to help readers envision
happiness and recognize what matters most.
Algonquin (9781616203146) $13.95

THE GODS OF GUILT by Michael Connelly.
Defense attorney Mickey Haller takes on
a murder case in which the victim was his
own former client, a prostitute he thought
he had rescued. He soon finds out that she
was back in LA and back in the life. Far
from saving her, Mickey may have been
the one who put her in danger.
Little, Brown (9780316069519) $28

KING AND MAXWELL by David Baldacci.
Private eyes Sean King and Michelle
Maxwell return to investigate the mystery
of a soldier supposedly killed in action
in Afghanistan, but the deeper they dig,
the more treacherous the going gets.
Grand Central (9781455521319) $28

THE LONGEST RIDE by Nicholas Sparks.
Meet two couples who have little in
common, and who are separated by years
and experience.Their lives will converge with
unexpected poignancy, reminding us that
difficult decisions can yield extraordinary
journeys: beyond despair, beyond death,
to the farthest reaches of the human heart.
Grand Central (9781455520657) $27

S. created by JJ Abrams, written by
Doug Dorst. A multi-layered literary
puzzle of love and adventure. At its
core, we have a book of mysterious
provenance. In the margins, another
tale unfolds: hand-scribbled notes,
questions, and confrontations
between two readers. Between the
pages, online, and in the real
world, you’ll find evidence of their
interaction, ephemera that brings this
tale vividly to life. Mulholland Books
(9780316201643) $35

New in PaperbacK
Telegraph Avenue
by Michael Chabon. “An amazingly
rich, emotionally detailed story….
In the author’s buoyant, expressionistic
prose, the novel gradually becomes a
genuinely immersive experience—
something increasingly rare in our
ADD age.” —New York Times.
Harper Perennial
(9780061493355) $16.99

The Round House
by Louise Erdrich. Winner of the
2012 National Book Award, Erdrich’s
masterful new novel is now available
in trade paperback. “Recalls shades
of Faulkner, Garcia Marquez, and
Tony Morrison…. It is impossible
to forget.”—USA Today.
Harper Perennial
(9780062065254) $15.99

CHILDREN

Children’s
Recommendations
LEGO® PLAY BOOK:
Ideas to Bring Your Bricks to Life
Building on the success of the wildly
popular The LEGO® Ideas Book,
this fun guide has all new ways to
encourage kids to think, build, and
play creatively. Featuring more than
200 different building ideas – simple,
medium, and complex.
DK (9781465414120) $24.99

THE SNATCHABOOK
by Helen Docherty, illustrated
by Thomas Docherty. This
sing-song read aloud celebrates
the love of reading as the animals
of Burrow Down search for a
misunderstood book thief!
Sourcebooks (9781402290824)
$16.99

Dream Animals written and illustrated
by Emily Winfield Martin. Dream Animals
features wonderful rhyme and gorgeous
illustrations — making this picture book
ideal for reading aloud in the daytime
and tucking your child in at bedtime.
Random House Books for Young Readers
(9780449810804) $17.99

FRIENDS written and illustrated
by Eric Carle. From the creator of
Very Hungry Caterpillar comes a
sweetly resonant story about the
power of friendship. Brightened
with vibrant art, this is for anyone
who has ever known the love and
joy of a great friendship. Philomel
(9780399165337) $17.99

BUGS IN MY HAIR! by David Shannon.
The funny side of waging war against —
oh no — head lice. From the opening
picture of a happy, oversized louse
appearing with his suitcases, you know
these bugs are determined to stay, and
Mom is about to go nuts. This book is
guaranteed to make you laugh — and itch!
Scholastic (9780545143134) $17.99

ARLO’S ARTRAGEOUS ADVENTURES
by David LaRochelle. Arlo’s not thrilled when
his grandmother says they’re going to the museum WHETHER HE LIKES IT OR NOT.
But when the paintings start coming hilariously
to life, Arlo’s in for a big surprise. With 50
fabulously funny flaps to flip, children will
discover how cool art can be. Sterling Children’s
Books (9781402792267) $14.95

Llama Llama and the Bully Goat
written and illustrated by Anna Dewdney.
Taking on a difficult but important part
of children’s lives, Dewdney uses her
popular series to give readers a way to
experience and discuss bullying in a safe
and comforting way. Viking
(9780670013951) $17.99

THE BEAR’S SONG
by Benjamin Chaud. A little bear
awakes from his hibernation early
to follow a bee. When the quest
leads him into the big city and then
a bustling Opera House, his father
follows closely behind and theatrical
hijinks ensue. Chronicle
(9781452114248) $17.99

DOT by Randi Zuckerberg, illustrated
by Joe Berger. Dot’s a spunky little girl
obsessed with electronic devices. She pays
little attention to anything else, until she
sets off on an interactive adventure with
the world surrounding her. Dot’s tech-savvy
expertise and resourceful imagination,
proves she really does know lots and lots.
Harpercollins (9780062287519) $17.99

The Blessing Cup
by Patricia Polacco. A bond of
love unites a family throughout
generations in this companion to
the beloved and bestselling classic
The Keeping Quilt. Paula Wiseman
(9781442450479) $17.99

CHILDREN

God Got A Dog by Cynthia Rylant,
Illustrated by Marla Frazee. Newbery
Medalist Rylant and two-time Caldecott
Honoree Frazee imagine a God living
among us in this spirited and moving
collection of illustrated poems. Beach
Lane (‘9781442465183) $17.99

POEMS TO LEARN BY HEART
by Caroline Kennedy, illustrated by Jon Muth.
This diverse collection features more than
a hundred poems that that lend themselves
to memorization and speak to all of us: the
young and young at heart, readers new to
poetry and devoted fans. Disney Press
(9781423108054) $19.99

Desmond Pucket Makes
Monster Magic by Mark Tatulli.
Meet Desmond Pucket – master of
monsters! Will his pranks get him
kicked out of middle school before
the big class trip? Andrews McMeel
(9781449435486) $13.99

The Dwarf in the Drawer by L. van King,
illustrated by Chuck Gonzales.This book
and plush gift set contains a
hilarious parody of Santa’s
elvish spy that will make
us all take another
look at the true
meaning of Christmas.
Square Fish
(9781250041432)
$19.99

FAIRY TALE COMICS: Classic Tales
Told by Extraordinary Cartoonists
edited by Chris Duffy. This companion
to the bestselling Nursery Rhyme Comics
showcases seventeen fairy tales adapted
into comics format — making a
beautiful jacketed hardcover of favorite
classic stories for today’s readers.
First Second (9781596438231)
$19.99

AN OTIS CHRISTMAS written and illustrated
by Loren Long. A warm, feel-good Christmas
story featuring everyone’s favorite tractor, Otis,
the friend you can always count on. Philomel
(9780399163951) $17.99

When It Snows by Richard Collingridge.
The beauty of winter and the power of reading
are enchantingly celebrated in this stunning
debut picture book of a boy and his teddy
bear on a wondrous, snowy adventure.
Feiwel & Friends (9781250028310) $16.99

The two newest books in the Dork Diaries series!
by Rachel Ren ee Russell

DORK DIARIES 6: Tales from a Not-So-Happy Heartbreaker
DORK DIARIES OMG!: All About Me Diary!
With All About Me Diary!, narrate your very own Dork Diary with this
interactive guided journal, filled with questions for every day and complete
with art and quotes from Nikki Maxwell herself!
In Tales from a Not-So-Happy Heartbreaker, it’s the biggest dance of the
year and Nikki is hoping her crush, Brandon, wants to be her date. But what if he
doesn’t want to go with her? Or worse—what if he ends up going with Mackenzie?!
Aladdin (DD #6: 9781442449633 / OMG: 9781442487710) $13.99 / $12.99

Little Santa written and illustrated by Jon Agee.
Ever wonder what Santa was like as a child? Agee
brings us the funny, playful answer in this Christmas
picture book destined to become a classic. Dial Books
for Young Readers (9780803739062) $17.99

DEAR SANTASAURUS by Stacy McAnulty,
illustrated by Jef Kaminsky. It’s January 1, but Ernest
is already dreaming of the present Santasaurus will
hopefully bring him next Christmas. Thus begins a
yearlong letter-writing campaign that details the
whopping 257 nice acts (and the mere 256 naughty
acts) Ernest racks up through the year.
Boyds Mill Press (9781590788769) $16.95

The Lord of Opium by Nancy Farmer.
As the teenage ruler of his own country,
Matt must cope with clones and cartels
in this riveting sequel to the modern
classic House of the Scorpion, winner
of the National Book Award. Atheneum
(9781442482548) $17.99

HOW TO LOVE by Katie Cotugno.
Told in alternating Before and After
chapters, this love story follows the
trials of a young couple who fall in love,
separate when he suddenly disappears,
then come together again two years later.
Balzer & Bray (9780062216359) $17.99

UNSOULED by Neal Shusterman.
In the thrilling third book in the
bestselling Unwind series, Shusterman
continues the adventure that VOYA
called “poignant, compelling, and
ultimately terrifying.” Simon &
Schuster Books for Young Readers
(9781442423695) $17.99

The Boy on the Wooden Box
by Leon Leyson. A remarkable
memoir from one of the youngest
children on Oskar Schindler’s
list to survive the Holocaust.
Atheneum (9781442497818) $16.99

SPIRIT ANIMALS BOOK 1: Wild Born
by Brandon Mull. Enter the world of Erdas,
where every child must discover if they
have a spirit animal, a rare bond between
human and beast that bestows great powers
to both. Now the fate of Erdas has fallen on
the shoulders of four young strangers. Part
book series, part action role-playing game.
Scholastic (9780545522434) $12.99

GO: A Kidd’s Guide to
Graphic Design by Chip Kidd.
A stunning introduction to the ways
in which a designer communicates his
or her ideas. It’s written and designed
just for those curious kids, not to
mention their savvy parents, who
want to learn the secret of how to
make things dynamic and interesting.
Workman (9780761172192) $17.95

THE UNWANTEDS: Island of Fire
by Lisa McMann. The fate of Artimé
is at stake—and an unlikely alliance
could redeem it—in book three of
the popular Unwanteds series.
Aladdin (9781442458451) $16.99

SURVIVORS # 3: Darkness Falls
by Erin Hunter. The latest installment of
the action-packed Survivors animal fantasy
series. Every dog must stand together to
survive—or their new world will destroy
them. HarperCollins (9780062102645)
$16.99

NOT FOR PARENTS: THE REAL
WONDERS OF THE WORLD
Discover the most awesome places
on the planet from a kid’s perspective,
from The Pyramids to Harry Potter
World and Area 51. Intriguing facts
and amazing graphics will allow kids
(and adults) to see the marvels of the
world like never before. Lonely Planet
(9781743217344) $19.99
MICHAEL VEY 3: Battle of the Ampere
by Richard Paul Evans. The hair-raising action
continues for Michael Vey in this charged third
installment of the bestselling series. Pulse/Mercury
Ink (‘9781442475113) $17.99

tweens / teens

Will in Scarlet
written by Matthew Cody.
From the popular author of
Super and Powerless comes
the story of Robin Hood
— and the boy behind his
rise to power. Knopf
(9780375868955) $16.99

FOOD AND DRINK

Saving the Season by Kevin West.
A stylish, richly illustrated, practical
guide for home cooks and preserving
enthusiasts — the first cookbook
from the author of the popular blog
Savingtheseason.com.
Knopf (9780307599483) $35

ONE GOOD DISH by David Tanis.
The acclaimed food writer and longtime Chef
Paniusse chef shares a collection of his favorite
one-dish meals that epitomize comfort food.
With 100 recipes. Also pictured is
Tanis’s Heart of the Artichoke and
Other Kitchen Journeys. Artisan
(One Good – 9781579654672;
Artichoke –9781579654078)
$25.95/$35

MAST BROTHERS CHOCOLATE: A Family
Cookbook by Rick and Michael Mast.
This cookbook celebrates the vision and
allure of Mast Brothers Chocolate, the leaders
of the American craft chocolate movement
and the choice of the world’s great chefs.
The Masts share their story and recipes for
classic American desserts.Grand Central
(9780316234849) $40

THE FRENCH KITCHEN COOKBOOK:
Recipes and Lessons from Paris
and Provence by Patricia Wells.
Fresh, inspiring recipes and lessons from
culinary legend Wells’s much-coveted
cooking classes, held in her beautiful
homes in Paris and Provence.William
Morrow (9780062088918) $35
ISA DOES IT: Amazingly Easy, Wildly
Delicious Vegan Recipes for Every
Day of the Week by Isa Chandra
Moskowitz. Recipes, tips, and strategies
for easy, delicious vegan meals every day
of the week, The recipes are supermarket
friendly and respect how busy most readers are. Isa’s unfussy recipes and quirky
commentary will make everyone’s time
in the kitchen fun and productive. Little,
Brown (9780316221900) $30

SAUCES AND SHAPES: Pasta the
Italian Way by Oretta Zanini de Vita
and Maureen B. Fant. The indispensable
cookbook for genuine, traditional,
authentic, and classic Italian sauces and
the traditional pasta shapes that go with
them. Features 150 straightforward recipes
for sauces, soups, and handmade pasta.
WW Norton (9780393082432) $35

COI: Stories and Recipes by Daniel Patterson.
The owner of Coi, the two Michelin star
restaurant in San Francisco, shares a personal
account of the restaurant, its dishes, and his
own unique philosophy on food and cooking.
Phaidon Press (9780714865904) $49.95

DANIEL: My French Cuisine
by Daniel Boulud. From coming
of age as a young chef to adapting French cuisine to American
ingredients and tastes, one of
America’s most respected and
successful chefs reveals how he
expresses his culinary artistry at
Restaurant Daniel. With more
than 75 signature recipes. Grand
Central (9781455513925) $50

The Beekman 1802 Heirloom Dessert Cookbook
by Brent Ridge, Josh Kilmer-Purcell, and Sandy Gluck.
The Fabulous Beekman Boys present mouth-watering, delectable
recipes that they have collected from across the generations of
their family. Rodale (9781609615734)
$32.50

ALICE MEDRICH – HOW SWEET IT IS
SERIOUSLY BITTERSWEET: The Ultimate Dessert Maker’s
Guide to Chocolate This collection of 150 recipes clears the mystery
behind the various types and percentages of chocolate. Medrich’s meticulously
testedrecipes are bound to yield some seriously delicious desserts.
Artisan (9781579655112) $25.95
CHEWY GOOEY CRISPY CRUNCHY MELT-IN-YOUR-MOUTH COOKIES
Time to get out of your cookie rut. This collection of recipes, organized
by texture, seeks to modernize and explore the boundaries of cookies.
Artisan (9781579653972) $25.95
SINFULLY EASY DELICIOUS DESSERTS The recipes here are foolproof and sure
to ease the tensions of any nervous baker. Artisan (9781579653989) $25.95

TEA SOMMELIER by Gabriella Lombardi,
photographed by Fabio Petroni. This richly
illustrated volume initiates drinkers into
the art of tasting, making, and serving tea.
A careful examination of 50 grand cru teas
will give drinkers a new appreciation of
what goes into a
cup. A selection
of exclusive recipes,
along with advice
on pairing tea
and food, completes
this gorgeous
book. White
Star Publishing
(9788854407671)
$39.95

COWGIRL CREAMERY COOKS
by Sue Conley & Peggy Smith. This is
the first book from the acclaimed Cowgirl
Creamery, a name that conjures all the
romance and beauty of Northern California.
75 recipes for cooking with cheese, more than
60 photographs and
loads of cheese
buying, storing,
and making
information.
Chronicle
(9781452111636)
$35

A COMPENDIUM OF COLLECTIVE NOUNS
by Woop Studios. The terms collected cover
topics from plants and animals
(a parade of elephants) to people
(a pomposity of
professors) and range
from the familiar
(a pride of lions)
to the downright
obscure (an ooze of
amoebas). Chronicle
(9781452108230)
$35

TO THE LETTER: A Celebration
of the Lost Art of Letter Writing
by Simon Garfield. The bestselling author
of Just My Type
celebrates the
dwindling art
of letter writing
and its possible
salvation in
the digital age.
Gotham
(9781592408351)
$27.50

THE NOVEL CURE by Ella Berthoud &
Susan Elderkin. A witty, irresistible A to Z of
literary remedies,
The Novel Cure
recommends
works of classic
and contemporary
fiction as cures for
ailments of the
mind and body.
Penguin Press
(9781594205163)
$26.95

THE CREATIVE COMPASS: Writing Your
Way from Inspiration to Publication
by Dan Millman & Soierra Prasada.
The bestselling
authopr of Way
of the Peaceful
Warrior amd his
journalist daughter
offer a road kmap
to the writing life
today. HJ Kramer
(9781932073652)
$14.95

MIND/BODY/SPIRIT

BREAK OUT! 5 Keys to Go Beyond Your
Barriers and Live an Extraordinary Life
by Joel Osteen. Texas pastor Osteen provides
practical steps and encouragement for creating
a life without limitations. This book will help
readers break out
and break free so
they can believe
bigger, increase
their productivity,
improve their
relationships and
accomplish their
dreams. Faithwords
(9780892969746)
$26

BEYOND THE PALE: The Story of Sierra
Nevada Brewing Co. by Ken Grossman.
A chronicle of Ken Grossman’s journey
from hobbyist homebrewer to owner
of Sierra Nevada
Brewing Co., one of
the most successful
craft breweries in
the United States.
John Wiley & Sons
(9781118007365)
$24.95

REFERENCE

A READER’S BOOK OF DAYS:
True Tales from the Lives and Works
of Writers for Every Day of the Year
by Tom Nissley.
Candy for any book
lover: an addictively
readable day-by-day
literary companion
and guide from
a former bookseller
and eight-time
Jeopardy champion.
WW Norton
(9780393239621)
$24.95

Adventures on the Wine Route:
A Wine Buyer’s Tour of France
by Kermit Lynch. “Wine is, above all,
about pleasure. Those who make it
ponderous make it dull . . .” writes Lynch
in his ultimate tour of France, especially
its wine cellars, as he takes the reader on
a singular journey through the country’s
many wine-growing regions. Farrar Straus
Giroux (9780374100971) $30

FOod And Drink

TARTINE NO. 3 by Chad Robinson.
Chad traveled throughout Scandinavia,
baking with the most respected chefs and
bakers of that region, known for its wholegrain breads. That journey is part of Tartine
Book No. 3, which contains 1 master bread
recipe, and 40+ “brown” bread formulas,
and 25+ recipes for whole grain versions
of favorite Tartine pastries. Chronicle
(9781452114309) $40

HISTORIES

THE SMITHSONIAN’s HISTORY
OF AMERICA IN 101 OBJECTS
by Richard Kurin. Beautifully designed and
illustrated with color photographs throughout,
The Smithsonian’s History of America in 101
Objects is a magnificent history of the United
States told through 101 treasures from the
Smithsonian’s collections. Penguin Press
(9781594205293) $50

WILSON by A. Scott Berg.
From the Pulitzer Prize–winning,
#1 New York Times–bestselling
author comes the definitive —
and revelatory — biography
of one of the great American
figures of modern times.
Putnam (9780399159213) $40

LIFE STORIES

THE MEN WHO UNITED THE STATES:
America’s Explorers, Inventors, Eccentrics
and Mavericks, and the Creation of One
Nation, Indivisible by Simon Winchester.
A fascinating look at the lives and eccentricities
of the men who pulled the country together
as one unit, and pulled us together as a nation,
from the author of The Professor and the Madman.
Harper (9780062079602) $29.99

TURN AROUND BRIGHT EYES:
The Rituals of Love and Karaoke
by Rob Sheffield. The author of Love
is a Mix Tape returns with his most
personal book yet, exploring the intersection of love and music in our lives.
It Books (9780062207623) $25.99

I AM MALALA: The Girl Who Stood Up
for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban
by Malala Yousafzai with Christina Lamb.
When the Taliban took control of the Swat
Valley, Malala fought for her right to an
education. In 2012, she almost paid the
ultimate price when she was shot in the head
at point blank range. Instead, her miraculous
recovery has made her, at age 16, a global
symbol of peaceful protest and the youngest
ever nominee for the Nobel Peace Prize.
Little Brown (9780316322409) $26

DUKE: A Life of Duke Ellington
by Terry Teachout. A major new biography
of jazz legend Duke Ellington by the acclaimed
author of Pops; A Life of Louis Armstrong.
Gotham (9781592407491) $30

THE DARK PATH: A Memoir
by David Schickler. A young man
struggles to reconcile God, faith, and sex
as he stumbles toward finding his life in
a frank and beautifully written memoir.
Riverhead (9781594486456) $27.95

STILL FOOLIN’ EM:
Where I’ve Been, Where I’m Going,
and Where the Hell Are My Keys?
by Billy Crystal. Hilarious and heartfelt observations on aging from one
of America’s favorite comedians as
he turns 65, and a look back at a
remarkable career. Henry Holt
(9780805098204) $28

VANISHED: The Sixty-Year
Search for the Missing Men
of World War II by Wil S. Hylton.
From a mesmerizing storyteller,
the gripping search for a missing
World War II crew, their bomber
plane, and their legacy. Riverhead
(9781594487279) $27.95

THE BITE IN THE APPLE: A Memoir
of My Life with Steve Jobs
by Chrisann Brennan. A very human tale
of Jobs’s ascent and the toll it took, told
from the author’s unique perspective as
his first girlfriend, co-parent, and friend.
Brennan writes with passion about an
idealistic young man who was driven to
change the world, about a young father
who denied his own child, and about a
man who mistook power for love.
St. Martin’s (9781250038760) $25.99
A MAN AND HIS MOUNTAIN:
The Everyman Who Created
Kendall-Jackson and Became
America’s Greatest Wine Entrepreneur
by Edward Humes. A Pulitzer Prize-winning
journalist tells the story of Jess Jackson,
a pioneering entrepreneur who put
California’s wine country on the map,
building the Kendall-Jackson Winery
he founded into the biggest-selling brand
of premium wines in the U.S. PublicAffairs
(9781610392853) $26.99

DOT COMPLICATED:
Untangling Our Wired Lives
by Randi Zuckerberg. From the former
marketing director at Facebook comes a
welcome and essential guide to understanding
social media and technology and how
both influence our lives online and off.
HarperOne (9780062285140) $27.99

COMMAND AND CONTROL
by Eric Schlosser.This timely
volume offers a full-accounting
of the unreported nuclear weapon
accidents that occurred on American
soil, the risks secretly accepted by
military commanders on behalf of
unknowing citizens, the countless
small graces that saved the world
from accidently entering a nuclear
apocalypse.Pengin Press
(9781594202278) $36

EAT DRINK VOTE: An Illustrated
Guide to Food Politics
by Marion Nestle. America’s top
public health nutritionist brings
food politics to life with a personal
selection of political cartoons.
Rodale (9781609615864) $18.99

DOUBLEDOWN
by Mark Halperin &
John Heilemann. From the
authors of Game Change, an
explosive account of the 2012
presidential election, pulling
back the curtain to reveal the
exhilarating, news breaking
story behind the headlines
for the first time. Penguin Press
(9781594204401) $29.95

ALICE IN TUMBLR-LAND: And Other
Fairy Tales for a New Generation
by Tim Manley. Disney meets Lena
Dunham in this illustrated humor
book featuring your favorite fairy-tale
characters dating and finding their
way in 21st-century America.
Penguin (978014312479) $18

SCHOTTENFREUDE: German Words
for the Human Condition by Ben Schott.
An entertaining and much-needed German
dictionary for the human condition, a gift
book for wordsmiths and Deutschophiles alike.
Blue Rider (9780399166709) $16

THE DIARY OF EDWARD OF THE HAMSTER
1990-1990 by Miriam and Ezra Elia.
Edward is a hamster trapped in a cage with a
wheel that taunts him with its meaninglessness.
His diary is an extraordinary work, filled with
profound meditations on the nature of captivity,
the emptiness of life, and the irrational will to live.
Blue Rider (9780399165979) $14.95

SHAKE by Carli Davidson.
A heartwarming collection of 61
dangerously adorable dogs caught
mid-shake in what the New York Times
called “a hilarious portrayal of flying
fur, flopping jowls, and bulging eyes.”
Harper Design (9780062242648)
$17.99

ENTERTAINMENT

MAKING MASTERPIECE: 25 Years
Behind the Scenes at Masterpiece
Theatre and Mystery! on PBS
by Rebecca Eaton. The long-time
producer of PBS’s Masterpiece Theatre
and Mystery! reveals the secrets to hit
programs from the two iconic weekly
drama series. Viking (9780670015351)
$29.95

POLITICS / IDEAS

DAVID AND GOLIATH: Underdogs,
Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants
by Malcolm Gladwell. Thought-provoking
as always, author of The Tipping Point and
Outliers uses fascinating case studies to
show how and why the Davids of the
world can and do succeed. Little, Brown
(9780316204361) $29

SPECIAL GIFTS
TIMELINES OF SCIENCE
Produced in association with the Smithsonian Institution
and highlighting the theories, breakthroughs, and key
thinkers that shaped the history of science, Timelines of
Science is an informative guide to the history of scientific
discovery and technology. DK (9781465414342) $40
The Dogs of Christmas by W. Bruce Cameron.
A man nursing a broken heart has his life changed by the
unexpected arrival of a dog — and puppies — in a charming
and heartwarming holiday tale by the bestselling author and
syndicated humor writer. Forge (9780765330550) $15.99

A FIELD GUIDE TO AMERICAN HOUSES: The Definitive Guide to
Identifying and Understanding America’s Domestic Architecture
by Virginia Savage McAlester and Lee McAlester. A fully expanded,
updated, and freshly designed edition of the most widely acclaimed guide
to American houses — for any and all interested in domestic architecture.
Knopf (9781400043590) $50
FASHION: The Definitive History of Costume and Style
Tracing the evolution of fashion — the early draped fabrics
of ancient times to the catwalk couture of today — this
stunningly illustrated guide to more than three thousand
years of shifting trends and innovative developments in the
world of clothing. DK (9780756698355) $50
MUSIC: The Definitive Visual History
Produced in collaboration with the Smithsonian, Music profiles the
lives of groundbreaking musicians, takes an in-depth look at the history
and function of various instruments, and includes listening suggestions
for each music style. DK (9781465414366) $50

THE DRUNKEN BOTANIST: The Plants That Create
The World’s Great Drinks by Amy Stewart. A revealing
and entertaining look at the history and botany behind your
favorite alcoholic beverages. Containing more than 50 recipes
and growing tips, this is a perfect gift for cocktail enthusiasts
and the naturally curious. Algonquin (9781616200466) $19.95
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